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Welcome to the inaugural edition 
of the newly designed monthly 
DIYFishing newsletter.  
YOU ARE LOOKING AT THE CULMINATION of a seven-year 
journey that started with the simple idea of sharing my pas-
sion for fly fishing and travel with like-minded individuals.

I began writing my blog after discovering there was very 
little published information available on “where-to-fish” 
and “where-to-stay” for tropical locations. With no con-
crete data to go on, most of my research was simply done 
by car, kayak, and foot.

Returning home from each adventure I’d post my research on the blog and from the com-
ments received I learned a couple of interesting things. First, there were thousands of peo-
ple around the globe that shared a similar passion for fishing, traveling, and exploring. 
And second, most anglers were accompanied by non-fishing partners. This meant that the 
“fishing trips” required more than just bare-bones accommodation. 

It was this second revelation that changed the direction of my website and the DIY brand. 
With the intention of providing a guidebook for traveling anglers, my original blog has been 
replaced with the much larger and dynamic DIYFishing.com.

The new website encompasses many of the blog’s established features with some new ones 
that I hope you will agree are unique and useful.

Key features include:
•  A search engine to research salt- and freshwater fly-fishing destinations from around the world.  
•  An Area Specialist for each destination, who you can contact directly to learn about fishing 

their home waters.
•  A Territory Report about the destination written by the Area Specialist.
•  Localized trip reports.
•  Vacation Rentals for each destination, where you can talk directly to the owner and book online.

Without leaving the site, you can now research areas to fish, talk to local experts, and book 
the perfect vacation rental. No more clicking from site to site, everything you need to plan a 
DIY fishing holiday is now in one place.

And the last piece of the puzzle for the traveling angler is the introduction of the DIYFishing 
APP. This is not a mobile version of the website. Instead, it’s a standalone fishing tool that 
shows anglers key points of interest, fishing locations, provides fishing tips, vacation rentals 
and lots of other valuable information to be used once you arrive at your destination. 

I hope you enjoy the new look and feel of DIYFishing.com.  

Rod Hamilton
Rod Hamilton 
President 
DIYFishing

Happy Tails
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Ghost Stories: Through the Eyes of Bahamian Guides

Introducing the DIYFishing APP

Florida Everglades Gets a Big Gulp 

The issue wiTh accuraTely mapping a Bahamas bonefishing culture that dates back to 
the 1920s is that formal records are scant and guide recollections tend to drift to-
ward the big fish story. We’ve heard them all! But after interviewing pole-pushing 
professionals up and down the island archipelago, Bonefish & Tarpon Trust (BTT) 
researcher Tom Karrow has pulled the consistencies from the wash in an effort 
to apply that knowledge toward future fish-conservation strategies. Karrow has 
interviewed guides on Bimini, Grand Bahama, Abaco, Exuma, and Andros for the 
past several years, unearthing some fascinating details about an industry 
that’s central to the region’s economy and culture. So far, nearly 80 of these talks 
have been completed. Karrow’s findings will be highlighted in WorldANGLING’s 
new film Ghost Stories, as well as in the pages of an upcoming book to be 
published by Wild River Press.

TogeTher wiTh The launch of our new websiTe comes the introduction of the DIYFishing APP. The free app 
is available to all DIYFishing subscribers and can be downloaded from the iTunes store today and 
Google Play shortly. The ultimate tool for traveling anglers, the app supplies a variety of information 
for each destination, populated by our Area Specialists. Navigation is simple, allowing each user to 
find destinations either by typing in the Search Bar or scrolling through the world map. Once you’ve 
found a destination of interest, tap on POI’s for useful points of interest like: stores, fuel, marinas, boat 
ramps, fly shops, and more. Or tap on the DIY fish icons to see precise fishing locations and useful 
tips to maximize success. Local Area Specialist place all the information in the APP, using longitude 
and latitude coordinates to ensure accurate positioning. In addition to the fishing information, each 
of the Vacation Rental homes listed on the website is shown on the APP. For the first time ever you 
can now see exactly where your accommodation is located in relation to the fishing. Download the 
APP now and let’s go fishing!

souTh florida’s everglades region has long been both the planet’s most prized and 
contentious swamp. Its waters have suffered dodgy real estate deals, Big Sug-
ar buffoonery, and they’ve been the key player in numerous Army Corps of 
Engineers plumbing projects—diked, dammed, and diverted in the name of 
progress. Or what others have dubbed: America’s war on nature. Nature, however, 
recently gained a leg up when the Florida Senate voted to approve Senate Bill 10 
(SB10) last month—a proposal that calls for digging a 78-billion gallon freshwater 
reservoir south of Lake Okeechobee. The billion-plus-dollar bucket will help divert the toxic overflows that have green-slimed the St. Lucie and 
Caloosahatchee estuaries in recent times, and will in turn redistribute clean, treated water south. That southward flow brings the Everglades clos-
er to its natural state, benefiting the ecosystem and its fish. The fly-fishing community has been busy lobbying Tallahassee lawmakers for these 
changes under the Now or Neverglades banner. So far 60,000 concerned anglers and fishing businesses have signed the campaign declaration 
calling for a science-backed approach to reinvigorating the ailing marsh.

Assorted Hooks | In the current

https://www.bonefishtarpontrust.org/blog/2017-03-17-ghost-stories-bahamian-guides-provide-valuable-insight-their-fishery
https://vimeo.com/163833850
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/diy-fishing/id1169256297?mt=8
https://diyfishing.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/diy-fishing/id1169256297?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/diy-fishing/id1169256297?mt=8
https://gladesdeclaration.org/
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[In January, the SUPonthefly crew headed far south to 
the Patagonia region of Chile where they searched for 
browns, rainbows, and a chance to cast at chinook salm-
on. Company founder John Rounds and brand ambas-
sadors Nick Sagnibene, Damon Newpher, and Coke Fer-
nandez Haverbeck embarked on a 14-day expedition on 
stand-up paddleboards (SUPs) into the backcountry. The 
crew caught fish in every body of water they explored, 
using streamers, nymphs, and drys.]

M
Y DESIRE TO PADDLE AND FISH 
THIS REMOTE REGION of Chile 
was born decades ago during 
a first trip to Chile as a ski racer. 
Since then, I’ve traveled exten-

sively in Latin America and have had several adven-
tures in places such Torres del Paine, a successful 
summit of Aconcagua, and even spent a year living in 
Santiago. But until this year, the dream to paddle 
and SUP fish in Patagonia was just that: a dream.

SUPs don’t require full-blown boat launches, or even 
roads. And thanks to their portability, the group had 
the chance to experience the wonders of remote ac-
cess fly-fishing destinations during this amazing trip, 
which began in transit from Ellicottville, NY to Puerto 
Montt, Chile. In Puerto Montt, 36 hours later, brand 
ambassador Coké Fernandez Haverback picked up the 
crew and drove them to his hometown of Puerto Varas.

Puerto Varas, also known as “La ciudad de las rosas” 
or “city of roses”, is located in the Los Lagos Region 
of southern Chile. In addition to fabulous scenery, 
the city owes much of its charm to German archi-
tecture and traditions, and it’s a popular tourist des-
tination for both Chileans and international visitors.

The team stocked up on provisions and from Puerto 
Varas drove 76 km east to Lake Todos Los Santos, 
surrounded by Vicente Pérez Rosales National Park 
in the foothills of the Andes. Todos Los Santos was 
part of an early water route through the Andes to 
Argentina. It was used by Jesuit and Franciscan 
monks as early as the 1600s, which is how the lake 
got its name (translation: All Saints Lake).

Upon arrival, the group hired a boat to make the 
hour-long journey to their campsite, which was 
dominated by views of the imposing 8,700 foot Os-
orno Volcano overlooking the lake’s western flank. 
After spending the night, they hired a team of bulls 
with a cart named “Coloso” to haul gear, while they 
hiked three miles to an “undisclosed” mountain 

By John Rounds

SUP Style

http://www.suponthefly.com/
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lake. (Sorry folks, fly fishermen are cagey when it 
comes to their favorite fishing destinations!)

We later paddled to a remote site that served as  
a base camp for the next three days of fishing 
and explored dozens of miles of feeder streams. 
Adventure Bound onthefly supplied gear from 
Orvis, Osprey, Bison coolers, Patagonia, Good to 
go, Helle knives, Point 6, Grayl filters and Princeton 
Tec, which all performed flawlessly during long 
days on rivers, lakes, and at camp.

The boys worked up a healthy appetite and were 
rewarded for their day’s efforts when dinnertime 
rolled around. Daily fare included thick slices of 
local cheeses, deli meats and, of course, Chilean 
wine. Good To Go food packets with delicious 
selections like Spicy Thai Curry, Mushroom Ri-
sotto, Indian Vegetable Korma and Pad Thai kept 
dinner prep simple and tasty.

After three unforgettable nights in the wilderness, 
we made our way back across the lake and rendez-
voused with the bull team to make the trek back to 
Lake Todos Los Santos and Puerto Varas. Following 
hot showers and a good night’s sleep in beds (in-
stead of tents), we hopped a Cessna to the town of 
Chaitén, which sits beneath the infamous Chaitén 
Volcano. In 2008, the Chaitén volcano erupted for 
the first time in 9,500 years, sending plumes of ash 
as high as 98,000 feet in the air. It deposited a layer 
of ash over the town of Chaitén, which had a popu-
lation of 4,200 people prior to evacuation. The town 
was buried in ash, water supplies were contaminat-
ed, and the course of the Chaitén River has been 
permanently altered. The town of Chaitén is slowly 
recovering, but still has less than 75 percent of the 
population it had prior to the volcano’s eruption.

In Chaitén, local Chilean fly-fishing guide Nestor 
Fabian Beltran Sanzana joined the group en route 
to Yelcho Lake. At its northwest corner, the lake 
feeds the Yelcho River. There we paddled into 
headwaters and spent three days making the first 
descent of the Yelcho River on SUPs.

While floating the Yelcho in search of browns we 
ran into migrating chinook salmon. Although 
there were no hookups to report, we enjoyed 
watching seals snack on the salmon.  One of 
the great parts of the expedition was the op-
portunity to ascend small tributaries on SUPs 
and fish areas that may have never seen fly 

http://www.DIYFishing.com
http://www.adventureboundonthefly.com/fly-fishing-shop/
https://goodto-go.com/
http://geology.com/volcanoes/chaiten/
http://geology.com/volcanoes/chaiten/
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anglers.  These fish rose happily to our cus-
tomized purple Chernobyl Ants.  While float-
ing the larger rivers we used the boards to 
fish large articulated streamers for pred-
atory browns—many pushing 20+ inch-
es. Taking advantage of remote, wadeable 
areas, we parked the boards and used nymph 
rigs to crush rainbows that attacked North 
American mainstay nymphs such as hares 
ears, pheasant tails, and caddis imitations.

The trip wrapped up on rivers near Nestor’s 
hometown of Futaleufú, located on the Chil-
ean /Argentine border. There, we added an-
other river to the list of first descents on a 
SUPs—the Espolon. With its class two and 
three rapids, and warm turquoise waters, it 
won our hearts.

The last stop was the Futaleufú River, which 
is considered one of the premiere whitewater 
rivers in the world. In addition to some world-
class fishing, we made the first descent of the 
“Limit” section of the Futaleufú on SUPs. It was 
so much fun, we went back and did it again 
the next day!

Sifting through hundreds of pictures and 
dozens of hours of drone and video content 
for upcoming “Explore New Waters: SUP Fly 
Fishing” presentations, and a possible sub-
mission to the Fly Fishing Film Tour, we’re 
already researching our next fly-fishing desti-
nation. Will it be Alphonse Island in the Sey-
chelles? Denali National Park in Alaska? The 
Kamchatka Peninsula in Russia? Bungsamran 
Lake in Thailand? Every destination in the 

world is within reach when your boat fits in a 
Cessna! (SUPonthefly Guide boards, fully 
packed, weigh less than 50 pounds, meeting 
airline weight requirements. The board itself 
weighs 36 pounds, so it’s not considered a 
lightweight board. But an advanced paddler 
can carry a whopping 600 lbs. of gear.)

Outside of glaciers, volcanoes, camping in 
these remote, breathtaking areas, the Chilean 
trout kept our rods bent on the SUPs. It was a 
DIY adventure that we’ll remember forever. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DMT89hGio4
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I
N JANUARY 2017, Ken Coffey and Gerry Kroon asked me to join 
them on a DIY fly-fishing adventure to Nicaragua’s northeastern 
Mosquito Coast. The first question I asked, “Do you know what the 
deal is down there?” To my amusement, Ken said, “Not really!” Well 
of course I jumped online to buy plane tickets without hesitation. 

Then, common sense caught up to me, and I began doing homework on 
where we’d be fishing and what exactly we’d be fishing for.

Puerto Cabezas and jungle river tarpon were the answers. Okay, that 
sounded good, but I knew there had to be more. That “more” came a 
few phone calls later from Ken, “I know a guy who knows a guy, and 
we’ll just go for it and check it out.” 

Those are DIY words to live by, and hopefully not die by, in my book.

Ken and Gerry flew from Calgary. I came by way of Cancun. And Sean 
Boake met us all at the Managua international airport (MGA). Any 

doubts about the trip were quickly erased by the mere sight of Sean, 
a rather large man, with the smile of a happy dancing bear to match a 
booming, confident voice. Sean was the man and he was on a mission; 
a mission to get us there and get us fishing no matter what. Note to self, 
any decent man with that much bravado, intensity, and determination 
must wear a thong. 

After piling our fishing gear into Sean’s truck we were off to our first 
stop for some drinks and food inside the caldera of a volcano south of 
Managua on our way to Granada. That, folks, is a great way to start a 
Nicaraguan DIY fly-fishing adventure. We drove down into the pit and 
to our amazement the caldera housed a beautiful lake complete with 
a restaurant and bar. Now, I don’t know about the rest of you, but the 
kibitzing amongst fishermen has to start somewhere and here’s where 
it started for us. As soon as that first cold beer, or in our case, that won-
derful Nicaraguan Rum (Flor de Cana) hits your lips, game on. After 

Mosquito Coast, Nicaragua DIY, Feb. 2017

GOLDEN TARPON, OR BUST

By Rhett Schober 
Photos by Rick Turner 

http://www.DIYFishing.com
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mistakenly and most likely reverently introducing myself as a knowl-
edgeable fly-fishing guide to Sean, I set the unfortunate tone of being 
the one that thought I knew what the hell I might be doing down in 
Nicaragua fishing for giant jungle tarpon. Well, that was certainly not 
the case, as I soon found out.

After a great lunch of fresh fish, plantains, rice and a few more drinks, 
we were off to Granada to spend the night before we hopped a small 
plane to Puerto Cabezas. Granada is the oldest city in the Americas, 
founded by the Spanish conquistador Coronado in 1583. The quaint 
city has cobblestone streets lined with colorfully painted urban colo-
nial homes and businesses. As a stopover to our fishing destination, 
we spent a lovely night enjoying the open-air street dining ambiance.

The next day we took a puddle jumper to Puerto Cabezas on the Mos-
quito Coast. Puerto Cabezas is a small fishing community of around 
20,000 people. Most of the population consists of “Moskito” Natives 
and is part of the indigenous North Caribbean Coast Autonomous Re-
gion. At the airport we were greeted by Sean’s Unimog truck, which 
he had brought down from his jungle gold-mining operation. Not the 
most comfortable way to get around but it did the job and made quite 
an impression on the locals. We loaded our equipment and made off 
for the Hotel Monter, probably the nicest hotel in PC and at $29 USD 
per night it provided comfort at a bargain price.

After checking in it was time to figure out the boat situation and meet 
Bob Mayne, the gentleman who graciously arranged our transportation 
and “guides.” At this point the reality of where we were and what we were 
about to do really sunk in. We drove through PC, on mostly cobblestone 
roads, to Bob’s lumber mill. Bob is the owner of Aqua Quest International, 
a marine recovery company out of Florida. Bob’s focus is the recovery of 
sunken timber that was logged from the jungle 100 to 150 years ago and 
lost to the river as the logs were floated to the ocean for export to the 
world. Mahogany and Caribbean Pine were the main exports. 

After meeting Bob and ogling some very cool reclaimed lumber, we 
were introduced to Franklin and Mr. Lander, who’d be our guides. 
Franklin, who hailed from the southern coastal town of Bluefields, was 
the most knowledgeable about the fishing opportunities. Mr. Lander, 
a native Indian from the PC region, was also well-informed about the 
area. Both of these men were intent on helping us find fish. However, 
that was easier said than done. 

The next day we arrived early in the morning and the boats were ready. 
Our goal was to search for and find tarpon in and around the large rivers 
that come into the Karata Lagoon system. The biggest river is the Wawa, 
followed by the Rio Lamlaya, Rio Wakwak, and Rio Siksikuas respectively. 
Once they meet the lagoon, their combined flows dump into the Atlantic 
at Wawa Bar. So, off we went with three pangas; two for fishing and one 
for photography. The generous and soft-spoken Rick Turner manned the 
third boat. Rick’s from the U.S., but spends his time photographing his 
life in and around Granada. The photos in this article are his and he was 
kind enough to join us on this adventure, which at times was somewhat 

uncomfortable. Namely, the boats were a mixture of flat-bottom pangas 
with no foam cushions but rather hard Mahogany planks for seats.

The pangas were loaded and we entered the lagoon, first through the 
canal dug by Bob to bring reclaimed lumber to his mil and then a side 
lagoon. The expanse of the Karata is impressive and as we passed the 
mouth of the Rio Wawa, it was clear that there’d be a lot of water to cov-
er. First we headed up the smaller Rio Wakwak to look for tarpon, and 
we were surprised to discover great water clarity. Since we were here at 
the end of January, outside the rainy season, this is evidently the norm. 
However, because these rivers come from deep in the Nicaraguan jun-
gle, rife with volcanoes, the riverbeds were covered in black volcanic 
silt. And the black bottom gave us little contrast to spot cruising fish. 
Conclusion: if we don’t see any rolling tarpon, then we we’d be up the 
proverbial creek!

Well, we did go upriver, downriver, and even fished the main lagoon 
mouth. And over the course of three days and more than 150 km of 
river exploration we only saw one roller. Our guide Franklin hooked a 
medium-size tarpon on a 4-inch Rapala in the Wakwak while we were 
motoring up. 

Now one would think that a remote, relatively unexplored and com-
mercially unchartered area would produce the fishing of a lifetime. 
But that wasn’t the case. As the professed Guru, I had to come up 
with excuses. First, poor timing as the fish just weren’t there in any 
numbers. Despite the fact that Franklin had fished and caught tarpon 
in all the spots we visited, we just didn’t see much of anything. Sec-
ond, apparently we did not consume enough beer or rum to make the 
gods happy. Third, Sean, Ken and Terry had the worst thong colors for 
jungle river tarpon fishing. 

As a final note, despite our lack of catching, the fishing was incredible, 
the people were amazing, and the adventure was a lot of fun. Would 
we do it again? The answer is absolutely yes, and we’ve already been 
talking about the next trip, which could be relatively soon. After all, this 
is what DIY fishing is all about. 
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Good Bone – Bad Ray 
By Rod Hamilton

Bonefishing on Long Island 
By Nathan Stanfield

Here is a cautionary tale from my good 
friend Rhett Schober, who lives in 
Akumal, Mexico and fishes Boca Paila 

extensively. On a happy note, his fishing buddy 
is holding another really large bonefish (sec-
ond one in six weeks that I have seen) from the 
area. But the day did not end well. I will let Rhett 
tell that side of the story. It’s unbelievable how 
much correspondence I get from Subscribers re-
garding footwear. Everyone has their preferenc-
es and I am loath to recommend what a person 
should buy.

Published on February 4, 2016

Read the entire report at DIYFishing.com

I just read the recent blog post from Tim Liz-
otte and it finally motivated me to sit down 
and write something up. I also would like to 

say thank you first and foremost. Between the 
book, the website, and fielding a few phone calls 
prior to the trip, you saved us days of trial and 
error. The last week in February myself and two 
friends headed to Long Island for our first bone-
fishing trip. All three of us had at least casted to 
a bonefish before, but for the most part we were 
wholly uninitiated. We all spent countless hours 
scouring the internet in preparation for the trip 
but nothing really compares to boots-on-the-
ground exploring. 

Published on April 7, 2017

Read the entire report at DIYFishing.com

trip reports | DIY field dispatches

http://www.DIYFishing.com
https://diyfishing.com/2016/02/04/good-bone-bad-ray/
https://diyfishing.com/2017/04/07/bonefishing-on-long-island/
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Boca Paila with Rhett Schober & DIY Bonefishing 
By Matt Hamilton

Turks & Caicos – Report 
By Craig Dumesnil

You may be wondering why on a DIY blog 
I’m writing about going fishing with a 
guide? Simple really, this was my first 

time in Mexico, it was a romantic holiday with 
my wife not a fish all-day, every-day fishing trip 
from a lodge, and I have very limited saltwater 
experience comprised of a single day on a skiff 
in Cuba in 2013... so I needed help to get myself 
in a better position to do some DIY fishing later 
in the week.

Published on April 26, 2017

Read the entire report at DIYFishing.com

Here’s a great report from subscriber 
Craig Dumesnil on his most recent trip 
to the Turks & Caicos.  He has captured 

the essence of Provo and North Caicos and I to-
tally agree with his assessment of Bottle Creek 
and the fishing on Provo itself.  I have also stayed 
with Barry and Marta who own and operate Har-
bour Club Villas and can absolutely recommend 
it, you will not meet better hosts. 

Published on February 25, 2015

Read the entire report at DIYFishing.com

https://diyfishing.com/2017/04/26/mexico-2016-boca-paila-with-rhett-schober-diy-bonefishing/
https://diyfishing.com/2015/02/25/turks-caicos-report/
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Rhett Schober 
Akumal-Tulum-Ascension Bay, Mexico

I ‘m Rhett Schober, your Area Specialist for this great fishing and vacation area 
that extends all the way from Campeche around the northern tip of the Yu-
catan Peninsula to Rio Largartos. I am originally from Vail, Colorado, and my 
life of fly fishing began when my father taught me how to catch my first trout 
on a fly around the age of 4. Since then, I have had opportunities to fish in 
several countries, including Japan, Holland, and now Mexico.

Vince Tobia
Great Inagua, Bahamas

I’m Vince Tobia, your DIY area specialist for Great Inagua. I’m the founder/
owner of Cattaraugus Creek Outfitters, a U.S. outfitting company that has 
been involved for some time in the creation of DIY Fishing opportunities in 
the Bahamas. I have been very active in creating DIY opportunities on Great 
Inagua, and I have helped scores of individual anglers set up trips there on 
their own. I know just about everyone on Great Inagua you need to know to 
have a successful trip there.

Nick Denbow
Costa Maya, Mexico

I’m Nick Denbow, your Area Specialist for this part of Mexico. I’m a fly-fishing 
guide transplanted from England to this part of Mexico back in 2003. This coast-
line, roughly from Espiritu Santo Bay to Chetumal Bay, fascinated me from the 
start and continues to do so because of the variety of its fishing habitats and 
the wonderfully diverse fishing options it provides the traveling angler. There 
is something here for everyone’s budget and skill level and no better place to 
hone your ability to catch the most sought after saltwater species. 

DIYFishing.com’s Area Specialists provide up-to-date fishing information and Trip Reports for DIYFishing’s users and sub-

scribers. Each month we’ highlight six of these industry and angling professionals and the territories they serve.

AreA speCiAlists | Your on-the-water experts

http://www.DIYFishing.com
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/akumal#
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/mahahual
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/great-inagua
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/akumal#
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/great-inagua
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/mahahual
http://DIYFishing.com
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Alex Zapata
South Florida

Hello, I’m Alex Zapata, your Area Specialist for the greater Miami, Biscayne 
Bay, and eastern Everglades zone. I’ve fished this area, as well as the Florida 
Keys, since childhood. Nowadays, as a professional guide, I’m proud to call 
these areas my office. On any given day, you can find me out on the flats or 
in the backcountry somewhere between Flamingo and Biscayne Bay, putting 
clients on bonefish, permit, tarpon, snook, and redfish, or working the local 
network of freshwater canals for peacock bass, largemouth bass, and exotics. 

Phil Thompson
Cuba

Welcome to Cuba! I’m Capt. Phil Thompson, your Area Specialist in charge of 
helping you find good fishing in this island nation some 90 miles south of Key 
West, Florida. For a half century, Americans have been able to do little more 
than read and dream about Cuba. But no more. Now you can legally join 
Canadians and others in enjoying this fishing paradise that offers a variety 
of angling not found anywhere else in the world. Indeed, Cuba has it all—
billfish, bonefish, tarpon, permit, largemouth bass, and more. And no matter 
what you have heard, Cuba is safe.

Captain Tom Van Horn
Greater Orlando, North

I’m Captain Tom Van Horn, a Central Florida native with a lifetime of experi-
ence fishing the lakes and rivers of Central Florida. Located less than an hour 
from the Orlando theme parks and attractions, Greater Orlando, North is 
loaded with great angling opportunities in some of the most scenic and pris-
tine freshwater lakes and rivers in Florida. As your Area Specialist, I am here to 
help you plan your trip. I know everything and everyone you need to know in 
this area to help you plan a successful DIY trip.

https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/greater-orlando-east
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/cuba
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/biscayne-bay
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/biscayne-bay
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/cuba
https://diyfishing.com/content/destinations/greater-orlando-east
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Bliss on the Beach 
Roatan

Bliss on the Beach sits on 2 acres with three other homes The property is located 
at the east end of the south side of the island of Roatan. The east end of the is-
land is where the locals live. It’s about a 30-40 minute drive from the airport. The 
property was built in 2011. It has 2 bedrooms and two baths and a loft with 2 
queen beds. It has cable TV and wireless internet. The property has a high fence 
and locked gate. There is swimming area at the west end of the property.

Poco a Poco 
Bahamas, Exuma

Aqua Villa’s “Poco a Poco” waterfront property has spectacular views. Located 
in a private and quiet waterfront area with glorious 180-degree ocean views, 
Poco a Poco is the perfect place to enjoy nature. Sit on the wrap-around porch 
or private dock & beach and enjoy the breeze, watch sunrises and sunsets in 
one of the many hammocks. You can even launch the kayak and paddle to 
bonefish flats from our private beach! All you can hear is the sound of the sea 
and the wind. Starry nights are amazing.

Casa Yakunah 
Mexico, Akumal-Tulum-Ascension Bay

Whether you are looking to disconnect or reconnect, Casa Yakunah is a desti-
nation for mind, body and soul. Built within the Sian Kaan Biosphere Reserve, 
a designated World Heritage site, Casa Yakunah is a low-impact house which 
draws almost all of its energy from the wind, sun, and rain while still offering 
the utmost in luxury and comfort. The many outdoor spaces to relax and re-
charge are the highlight of the Casa Yakunah experience.

Airport Flats
Bahamas, Exuma

Dear bonefishermen: DIY Bonefishing is practiced here, professional guides 
are available, we will be pleased to introduce you to reliable people. Bonefish-
ing can be enjoyed right on our doorstep. The flats are 40 feet from the door. 
Fishermen who’ve stayed with us say that at our location bonefishing is the 
best of its kind in the world. They get up early, kayak out to the shallows no 
more than 50 meters from our dock. 

Looking to access some of the hottest fly-fishing destinations on the planet? We have what you need, including the perfect vacation homes for your next 
adventure. Our featured properties for May bring the flats to your front yard, from Abaco to Aitutaki… and beyond. Explore more of our recommended 
rentals at DIYFshing.com.  

VACAtion rentAls | Destination detonation

http://www.DIYFishing.com
https://diyfishing.com/properties/bliss-on-the-beach/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/poco-a-poco/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/casa-yakunah/
http://soul.Built
https://diyfishing.com/properties/007-sea-breeze-drive/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/bliss-on-the-beach/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/poco-a-poco/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/casa-yakunah/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/007-sea-breeze-drive/
http://DIYFshing.com
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TurtleDreams 
Bahamas, Abacos

TurtleDreams is a delightful 3 bedroom home with ample space to relax and 
unwind, plus all the amenities to comfortably accommodate a couple, family, or 
mixed group. Overlooking the tranquil northern end of Green Turtle Cay, it’s just 
a minute’s walk to fantastic fishing on Coco Bay & Ocean Beach. An open con-
cept upper level features the kitchen, dinning, and living area extending onto the 
screened porch via French doors. A stairway leads up to the roof deck offering 
breathtaking panoramic views of the island plus spectacular star gazing a night. 

Blue Moon Cottage
Elbow Cay, Bahamas

A vacation spot like this comes along once in a Blue Moon! Accessed by water 
taxi from Marsh Harbour, Blue Moon Cottage was the first schoolhouse built in 
White Sound on Elbow Cay. It has been renovated into a bright two bedroom, 
Bahamian beach cottage with GENERATOR. Decorated in bright island fashion, 
Blue Moon Cottage is sure to please! The master bedroom has a king-size bed 
connecting to an en suite full bathroom. It has a private door leading to an east 
facing deck and an upper flying deck with Atlantic Ocean sunrise views. 

C Shells Guest Quarters 
Bahamas, Long Island

Our self catering vacation rentals are just steps away from our private beach-
front where it’s perfect for snorkeling, sunbathing or watching spectacular 
sunsets. Dive or snorkel in the world famous Dean’s Blue Hole, bonefish, deep 
sea fish, visit the Columbus Monument, enjoy a fresh conch salad at Kenny’s 
Seaside Village or Max’s Conch Bar, sip a cocktail at Tiny’s while enjoying the 
island breeze, visit the beautiful churches in picturesque Clarence Town, stroll 
on secluded beaches, explore caves... the list goes on.

Cayo Loco 
Bahamas, Eleuthera

Cayo Loco, though newly built, captures the ‘old’ Bahamian beach house feel 
looking over the surf to maximize the views and ocean breezes. Step onto 
your gorgeous, private, crescent-shaped Atlantic Ocean pink sand beach and 
stroll in either direction for miles. You may spend your entire visit here and 
never see another person on your beach. Our beach has indescribably clear 
turquoise water...

https://diyfishing.com/properties/turtledreams/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/blue-moon-cottage-elbow-cay-bahamas/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/c-shells-guest-quarters/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/cayo-loco/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/turtledreams/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/blue-moon-cottage-elbow-cay-bahamas/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/c-shells-guest-quarters/
https://diyfishing.com/properties/cayo-loco/


WHEN THE PLANETS LINE UP, it’s best 
to be there with your rod strung 
and your game face on.

After finishing work for the day, I was 
looking forward to seeing Kai Finbraten from 
Loop Tackle, who’d booked his fourth trip 
with me in as many years. We were to meet 
that evening at a restaurant for a couple of 
cocktails and to swap stories. On this trip, Kai 
had brought two “saltwater newbies” with 
him and it was a pleasure to be introduced 
to Lars Johansen and Rune Hansen, all expe-
rienced fishermen from Norway. As the first 
beachside beers of the evening were poured 
we discussed plans for the next day’s fishing.

Typically, the shoreline in this part of 
southern Mexico is windy but the forecast 
called for a light offshore breeze. The group 
was keen to start early, knowing the water’s 
would be flat and visibility was going to be 
great. At 6 a.m., we loaded the truck in the 
dark and arrived at the first spot as the sun 
was peeking above the horizon. We could see 
permit tails immediately. The bad news, an-
other angler was already working toward the 
fish. So we kept driving. And five minutes lat-
er, we parked above a small cove with a steep 
beach and two rocky outcrops in the middle.

The tide was high, perfect for the cove, 
and there was now enough sunlight to start 
spotting fish. Shortly after we scampered 
down the beach, a permit flashed its tail a 
few feet from shore. Rune was getting ready 

to cast to the single when a gentle wave lift-
ed the water column and showed us a daisy 
chain of small permit. I got him to turn to his 
right and he immediately spotted the fish. A 
couple of false casts and he laid the fly in the 
middle of the school, exactly where it needed 
to be. Two strips later and he was connected.

As the tide began dropping we left the 
cove and drove north to a sandy beach that 
holds permit and bonefish. Spreading the four 
fishermen out, I decide to walk with the oth-
er first-timer. Lars and I patrolled the surf-line 
until we spotted some fish in the distance. Our 
prayers were answered when they turned out to 
be permit—a lot of them. We could see fish of all 
sizes, and in singles, doubles, and groups. I don’t 
think Lars knew what a rarity this was. Even the 
“grizzly guide” was getting a bit twitchy.

With the fish swimming a good dis-
tance from shore we ditched our bags and 
waded up to our chests. Now within casting 
range, Lars sent out a 60-foot cast and got a 
fish to follow. The next shot, another permit 
followed, dipped down on the fly, and after 
a number of heart-stopping runs, I tailed the 
second permit of the day.

Two first time saltwater anglers, both 
with a permit to hand. Not a bad start. The rest 
of the team hadn’t yet figured out that Lars 
and I were now surrounded by permit. It was 
the classic angler’s moral dilemma, do we run 
down the beach to get the other guys, or…?

The fish made the decision for us, mov-

ing from the deeper water toward the shore, 
coming right at us. Lars cast at two permit 
surfing a small wave. But a bonefish snatched 
the fly before the permit could eat. As we later 
find out, the same scenario would repeat itself 
many times through the day.

Meanwhile, the permit just kept coming. A 
few casts later, Lars found another and the oth-
er three anglers joined the party. As the group 
watched, I tailed the third permit of the day, 
Lars’s second. Kai was up next. We changed his 
fly and headed into the surf. After he stripped 
some line and got himself in the ready position, 
we spotted a single. It wasn’t a great angle, as 
the permit was heading away, but Kai delivered 
a perfect cast three feet to the left and three 
feet in front. On the first strip the fish ate. And 
Kai soon landed the fourth permit of the day.

The fish were happy and never left. By 
the time the tide fully receded, and the fish 
headed to other feeding grounds, the final 
count was eight permit between Lars and 
Rune, plus another for Kai, for a total of nine 
permit between three anglers. 

Between casts to permit everyone 
caught bonefish, so at low tide we packed 
up and headed to one of my favorite lagoons 
to finish their Grand Slams. Everyone landed 
multiple tarpon, making for the best day I’ve 
ever seen or had as a guide. 

If you spend enough time on the water 
(which in Lars’s and Rune’s case was just one) 
eventually the stars will align. 

Mahahual, Mexico DIY, Jan. 2017

When Stars Align By Nick Denbow
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“ This handy reference can  
reliably guide you through a 
lifetime of adventures among 
the most intricate and alluring 
flats on the planet”
~ Field & Stream
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The DIYFishing App is the only site in the world where you can talk directly with a local Area 
Specialist, see precise fishing locations and view the closest Vacation Rentals. No more jumping 
from fishing sites to Vacation Rental sites, it’s all in one place. Book the perfect accommodation 
with confidence. 

Thousands of locations  •  Directions to Hot Spots  •  Expert Local Advice  •  Fishing Tips
Tides & River Levels  •  Latest Trip Reports... and the Perfect Vacation Rental
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Get the DIY Fishing Mobile App
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Tool for 

Traveling 
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Get Your  Free DIY F ishing App

TO HAVE AN EMERGENCY

THE BEST FISHING SPOTS
ARE THE 

WORST PLACES 

Fishing can go from excitement to emergency in an instant. That’s why anglers all over the world rely on Global Rescue. 
We are the world’s leading provider of real-time medical advisory, fi eld rescue, security and evacuation services. If you 
are hurt or sick while on a fi shing trip, a medical evacuation could cost you hundreds of thousands of dollars. With a 
Global Rescue membership, you’re already protected. Members also have access to Signature Travel InsuranceSM, an 
industry-leading insurance product created exclusively for Global Rescue by IMG® that insures the value of your trip 
in case of cancellation or interruption, plus a host of other benefi ts. DIY Fishing has put its trust in us, and you should too.

To enroll today call 1.617.459.4200 or visit globalrescue.com/DIYfi shing

Signature Travel Insurance available only to residents of the United States. International Medical Group® (IMG®) is a leader in global benefi ts and travel insurance services. 

http://www.globalrescue.com/DIYfishing
https://diyfishing.com/content/get-app
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